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Objective

Team Player is Working with customers in all phases of customer service, answer telephone, stock 
shipments and make sure supplies are accurate and accounted for, Using math skills in estimating
costs for customers, Answering any questions that customer may have regarding all items.

Skills

Communication, Multi-Tasking, Organization, Technical , Dependable, Adaptable, Calm, Capable, 
Consistent, Efficient, Hard Worker, Honest, Independent, Motivated.

Work Experience

Team Player
ABC Corporation  2019 – 2022 
 Picked up many social skills and coordination techniques useful for any large crowd situation.
 Worked as an AutoZone Customer Satisfaction Associate selling parts, organizing planograms,

closing/opening the store, and keeping up with the standards of AutoZones level of customer 
service.

 Worked as a Milling Machine Operator and a Roller operator.
 Worked over 50+ hours a week, eagerly learning new machines and tasks to gain a better 

understanding of the way the industry works.
 Worked with representatives of the 3 major agencies that own the roads in South Florida, it is 

here that I learned the complexity of tasks and what it takes to execute large multimillion 
dollar contracts with numerous subcontractors.

 Maintained the budget sheet with the current quantities and amounts to properly pay our 
subcontractors.

 Used my skills as a leader and captain of my soccer team to communicate well with 
customers and be confident in my decisions and suggestions.

Team Player
Delta Corporation  2015 – 2015 
 I sell shoes to customers and help make there shopping easier.
 Skills Used Communication, multi-tasking, organization, dependability, adaptable, calm, hard 

working, honest, motivated, and people skills.
 Greeted customers, worked in different departments day to day, ensured merchandise was 

neat, assisted with sales, and customers as needed.
 Rome, Georgia August 2015 - Present Team Player Shared product knowledge with customers 

while making personal recommendations.
 Maintained friendly and professional customer interactions.
 Problem solving skills used to maximize sales in organization of inventory to push sales.
 Worked in multiple team environments by leading the project, and also taking direction to 

ensure completion.
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Education

BA In Communications
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